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EN ROUTE TO CHINA AND BACK TO
PAKSITAN:

SOME OBSRV AT IONS AND EXPERIENCES

Fazal Amin Beg*

It was the last week of October 2000 that I decided to
materialise my plan to visit the People" Republic of China,
because it had already become around nine years --as last time I
had visited China on 15th November 1991 and was back after six
daysvisit up to Kashghar. Previously, I.was too young (22), when
I had given the examination of my Bachelor of Arts. Now at this
time, I at least got some pre-information about China through
some literature review and the travellers plus the traders. Thus,
this trip showed varying aspects: 'ro have an excursion; to know
about our neighbouring people and especially their system of
marriage. I was very lucky that before leaving lor China, I met the
honourable ambassador of the People's Republic of China, Mr. Lu
Shulin, at Gulmit in the month of September 2000, as he had
suddenly and kindly participated in the opening day of the Silk
Route Festival arranged by the Wakhi/Tajik Cultural Association
Gojal Hunza with the collaboration of Lok Virsa Islamabad. The
participation of the Mr. Lu in this grand Silk Route Festival
revived the old days and nice relations between the former Hunza
State and China. Mr. Lu Shulin, an out standing and dynamic
personality, and good Urdu speaker also, was indeed very kind, as
I got an opportunity to discuss with him for more than twenty five
minutes in the garden of a local hotel at lunch time. I briefed him
about the Wakhi/Tajik People in Pakistan and other neighbouring
COuntriesas well and especially the branches 0 the Tajik language.

* M.Phil Student, Area Study Centre (Russia, China & Central Asia), University
Of Peshawar.
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When I expressed my feeling and willing about my visit to China
and some procedural phases of visa, he advised me to make the
pass and can go up to the Xinjiang region. He added that this Pass
is not only for the business purpose rather also includes other
facts: for example to visit our relatives too, if someone are there.

Thus, according to Mr. Lu's advice, I made the Pass and on
29

th
October 2000, I arrived at Sost from Gulmit - my hometown

and the headquarters of Gojal Magistracy in Hunza Valley. Sost is
the last and tiny border spot in Pakistan but, of course, crossroad
to the national and international travellers and traders. My plan
was to proceed directly the same day for Tashkurghan - maximum
five hours drive from Sost, but, unfortunately, that dream did not
come true because of the rock sliding at Tpughz-e-Charjesn
(means the sliding area of Tpughz in Wakhi) , which is also in
jockey terms named as Daaya. Thus, we had to wait for the
opening of the block. Although, it was troublesome to stay and
wait for many days till its opening; but, on the other hand, it was
also interesting for those, who wanted to learn from such
circumstances: about the Nature's great trial (the block of the
KKH) versus the behaviours of the fellow human beings on the
spot.

During my presence at Sost, I tried to learn more and more
things and about the people coming in and going out from Sot;
but, despite the many facts, I couldn't perceive a lot more and I
accept that I am not so clever. But, however, few things ad
experiences, which I acquired there must be shared with you, if
you are interested to know about them. Anyway, before
proceeding ahead let me have a little briefing about the social
features regarding Sost, if allowed.

At Sost, maximum five hours drive form Gilgit city, everyone
seems busy and dizzy with their varying engagements: even
though, if some 'are empty-handed. Many people are engaged with
their concerned shops ranging from the groceries to the special
commodities of import and export, and from the hotels to the small
restaurants and eateries. The customers pop in and out to the
different places to get the stuffs of their interest and need; some
are en route to and from their concerned areas of the regions: as
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Chipursan valley, Misgar Valley, lower Gojal 1 of the Gojal
magistracy (tehsil), central Hunza and Gilgit etc. Some people are
trYingto help and get lucre versus cleaning the stuffs of traders on
this international route; while the carriers (as famous among the
people) having bargaining with the big traders or their agents to
have some luggage be assigned to them so that they would get it
over to China and back to Pakistan and get their compensations.
Thetransport groups are busy with carrying these stuffs at local or
regional levels steering for a big hand of money. The labour
groupS watching of the commodities of import and export to be
loaded and unloaded from the containers and trucks. On the other
hand, there are the different branches of government agencies or
institutions busy in helping, irritating and serving the people, on
the one hand; and checking, teasing and having surveillance over'
the people, on the other. The former includes the Northern Areas
Transport Corporations (NATCO); the Pakistan Tourism
Development Corporation (PTDC); the National Bank of Pakistan
and the Post Office etc. The latter comprises the Pakistan Customs
and Immigration; the Intelligence Bureau (IB); the Anti Narcotics
Control Board (ANCB); a Police Checkpost, the Forest Group, the
Khunzhrav Security Force and many others. Apart from them,
there are also the NGOs of local, regional, national. and
international levels trying to serve the people with and Without
vested interests. In short, all these features, as described, are
mostly behind the economic gains at institutional realms as well as
at individual capacity.

Now, let us proceed ahead of these features and see what
Wouldhave happened afterwards. On 29th of October 2000, as per
schedule of the NATCO, we (I and one of my friends as well as
my guide to China, who was accompanying me) went to buy the
tiCketsfor Tashkurghan, which costs Rs. 1210 for one passengers.
We got it, and there were some tussles between these personnel

-------------------------------
I Gojal is name of Upper Hunza and the largest magistracy (Tehsil} of the

Northern Areas of Pakistan in terms of its area, which is the only passage to
China over land route. It frontiers internationally with the People's Republic of
China and the Wakhan strip in Afghanistan; while domestically it borders with
the Central Hunza, Nagar, Baltistan and Iskoman valley of the Ghizer district in
the N.As. of the purpose of easy recognition, Gojal itself is also know by Upper
Gojal and Lower Gojal of the last couple of years.
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and passengers over the reservation of seats. The passengers Were
complaining about these NATCO personnel for having nepotism
and favourtism over the reservation of these seats. Furthennore
the others were complaining about the extra charges of the 1igh~
luggage. On the other hand, these employees were arguing that
their higher officials of this department have certain directions
and they were compelled. '

After viewing this episode of drama, we went to the customs'
counter. There both the Customs and the Anti Narcotic staff
members checked our passports and lauggages, and then thee was
a beautiful scene with me, please pay attention. One of the Anti
Narcotics officials without identifying me asked for some money,
as he was standing behind us. He argued that he left three
shoppers (packed bags of exported commodities) without checking
and now you are turning round your face. I surprised that I had
nothing with me, except for my rucksack and small bag. When I
turned towards him, he apologised that he did not recognise me
and the concerned man was another. Thus see! These are the
functions of our Anti Narcotic Force at Sost on the international
check-post to check the prohibited things.

Now, let's go to the immigration counter to stamp our
passports and passes, three travelling fellows asked me. We went
there standing in a queue, very good symptom, I thought and was
pleased to see it. There were three queues at the counter of
Immigration: the Pakistani passport holders; the pass holders (for
the people of the Northern Areas of Pakistan); and the foreigners.
At the counter had been written: Foreigners' Counter; Chinese
Counter; and Pakistan Counter. Over this written as Pakistan
Counter, I suggested one of the concerned personnel to rewrite it
as Pakistanis' counter, if the others are as Foreigners and Chinese.
This official in a disappointed manner replied that this much is
enough in Pakistan; there was no money to write these names
even, and we spent our own money (from our pocket) over it.
When enquired about the departmental budget and funds, he
exclusively replied that they were not being facilitated. 'You
know' he disappointedly remarked, 'that it is an international spot
and the foreigners form all over the world do travel from this ar~
to China, Central Asian, Japan, Russia and then back to the~
concerned regions. We ourselves feel shy when we compare thIS
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set-UP of customs and immigration with that of the Chinese at
Tashkurghan: the last checkpoint of China at Pakistan's border.
They have the latest machines, which identifies the luggage and
baggage, but we have nothing here with us, and that is why the
timetable is influenced from its actual time' - these were the
melancholic statement of that middle level immigration officer at
Sost in Gojal Hunza. Even though, there are hanky panky from the
side of these organization like the other set-ups of the government,
but this remark, as comparing with the Customs' and Immigration
of the Chinese Tashkurghan is absolutely true. The concerned
organizations and the government should heed particularly toward
facilitating the Sost Customs and Immigration, because this place
has now become a particuiar international rendezvous for the
different nations and nationalities.

Now a very important point again regarding the Immigration
but vice versa. About this point, the Pakistan Immigration at Sost
should take fully care of, which the concerned personnel now but
do neglect, whether naively or intentionally. When the passes and
passports are stamped with 'Exit', then should never allow any
body to go out of the main gate. In contrast, all the travellers are
allowed to go out of the Customs and Immigration gate who roam
outside in the tiny bazaar. This could encourage negative
consequences, when the malignant and malevolent travellers would
carry along the prohibited stuffs (as weapons or the prohibited
drugs etc) at national and international levels. Whenever the
luggage, baggage and other stuffs are checked by the Customs and
Anti Narcotics, they should be loaded sooner at the same time by
the transport group (NATCO) in their tormenting and. the
uncomfortable buses and land-cruisers". In accordance with the
fixed time, all the briefings and cargo from the Customs, Anti
Narcotics, Immigration and Northern Areas Transport Companv

The NATCO officials and especially the higher authorities should keep it in their
mind and act that the buses which they are running on is not the route from
Gilgit to Ghizar in the Northern Areas rather is on the international route. And
the passengers paying Rs. 1210/- just for five to six hours never means to travel
from one country to another with trouble. On the other hand, it also should be
noted that these buses and land cruisers represent Pakistan in China; and our
neighbor and friend do not have such worse vehicles for the travelers when are
back from the Kashghar to Sost.
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should be completed and there needs warm co-ordination among
these organization in this respect, which seems dimming and
especially' between the personnel of NATCO and Immigration.

After some of these important comments now let's go ahead.
This day, November 29, at 11:15 hours we left for China by a
land-cruiser of NATCO. Within fifteen minutes we arrived at the
block of Tpughz (Tpughz-e-Charjesn). This is the area that it
always disturbs the highway but looking up to sliding area the
drivers could run up the vehicles. Now, we saw that few vehicles
had stood on this side of the block including the land-cruiser of the
.director of Federal Investigation Agency for the Northern Areas of
Pakistan, and the concerned inspector of Immigration at Sost was
also accompanying him to China. They were going to Kashghar to
attend an inter-organizational meeting. The situation at the block
was not favourable rather worsening slowly and gradually. Two
workers of the Frontiers Works Organization (FWO) were
working on the spot with a machine. We waited on the spot for
more or less four hours but there was no betterment. Taking the
opportunity of this much time, I went to see the concerned director
of FlA, whom I knew already in Gilgit as we had some
discussions about the social impact of the KKH on Hunza valley
especially. From the director, Mr. Anwar, who is a nice guy, and
the inspector, Mr. Shamshad, who seems a gentleman, I inquired
about the illegal activities .of the malevolent travellers who
smuggle or try to smuggle the weapons and prohibited drugs en
route to China. Because there were some speculations that during
the last season (2000), weapons had been smuggled into Xinjiang
and the Chinese officials caught it. This news was, however,
denied exclusively by both of these guys.

Thus, at 16:00 hours were returned hopelessly to Sost to try
the next day. On 30th October, we heard that the situation had
become worse than the previous (fay but the only hope was raised
to cross the Khunzhrav river (Hunza river) from the two places:
down the block towards the Put Wiyin (small pass in Wakhi) on
the right side, walking and ascending across the sliding area for
nearly one hour, then descending downward to cross the
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J{hunzhrav3river to left on the KKH. In this way, from there to
exchange the buses of NATCO on the other side of the sliding
spot.

This day, however, in accordance with the above programme
to cross the Khunzhrav river at two sports, the manifests of the
travellers were made by the NATCO officials and to send these
passengers to China for the exchange of the buses, as the travellers
haddemanded. The luggage were already loaded the previous day.
These travellers went to cancel the 'Exit' stamp of the last day and
to have a 'Re-exit' from the Immigration Department. But,
unfortunately, the concerned officers denied it making excuses that
thehigher authorities of this department had restricted them not to
allow any traveller, because they didn't want to take risk of the
livesof these travellers. Thus, there started a cold war between the
travellers and the Immigration Department. The usual trading
travellers were arguing that these Immigration officers are not that
much kind rather they want to take some lucrative advantage for
themselves, as it sometimes happen with them to show their
sympathy in implicit manner. This tug-of-war remained for few
days. One day, two Pakhtun traders, whose visas were about to
expire and they were reportedly allowed to go and they were with
us in the same vehicles. This news provoked the other travellers
and they tried to have some justifications for this action. 'If the
higher authorities have restricted their personnel not to take risk of
the lives of the travellers, then why the risk of both these two
traders is being taken? There is nothing with the lives rather the
lucrative interests', the other travellers added. The sliding proved
its strength that it won't allow anyone to interrupt its domain for
many days ahead. Thus, there appeared three distinct groups
dependent on each other for their functions. These dependent

I

Khunzhrav is the original word of the Khujerab in Wakhi language, which has
some varying interpretations. Some people argue that during the period of
COnflictsbetween the people of the concerned region fought against their rival
n:ighbours in this valley; and that is why it refers to as the valley of the blood.
Literally Khunzhrav in Wakhi stands of the blood stream ~ as Khun for 'house'
and 'zhrav: for stream. Some people say that it Khunzhrav (as the accent still
exists this way), which means the stream (valley) as belonged to the former Mirs
(rUler). However, all these interpretations stand true in the context of
lOzunzhravs.
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groups were 1) Frontier Works Organizations over the sliding, as
the concerned and bold workers of FWO wanted to carryon their
works but the sliding was not stopping, even though sometUnes
these workers pretend to work also;2) Immigration Department nOt
taking risk to leave the travellers and looking for the clearance of
the road by the FWO workers; 3) and the travellers plus NATCO
(for the exchange of vehicles) upon the permission (Exist Stamp)
of the Immigration Department.

Within four days, a lot of travellers from Pakistan and abroad
arrived at Sost to go to China and had stuck there. The travellers
wanted to leave for their next destination but were compelled.
There was no temporary bridge as well. However, it was the
kindness of the local community that they went to materialise their
ideas for crossing the Khunzhrav River from the two spots. Within
one day, these enthusiastic and volunteer community members
went to the problem area and built the temporary bridges and
helped the travellers pass the river over these beams. After making
these adventurous bridges, these volunteers started taking Rs.
20(twenty) per head as these travellers passed over them. On the
one hand, this step provided a great service to the fellow human
beings, and on the other, they started getting the reward in terms
of carrying the luggage of the passengers and got the lucre. This
block, however, was reopened after two weeks of frequent sliding,
which was a record in its short history, as stated by the locals.

It was 14th of November 2000 that we left for China over the
temporary and on-beam bridges. Across the sliding area (Tpughz-
e-Charjesn) was the Put Wiyin (small or short pass) as we
ascended up. We were about to summit this pass, I was fully
exhausted, because I was not accustomed to walk for a long
period. And secondly, I had also some visionary problem due the
Retinitis Pigmentosa, and incredibly my friend didn't know it, and
it could be true because this problem for the other people is not
quite obvious. However, he made a fun of me that I was not a man
of travel. In short, we were successful to get to the other side of
the block on the KKH after crossing over these curved beams. I
now got a satisfaction to see the vehicles of NATCO buses on the
other side and we had to transfer in them. During crossing the
river over these beams, I was helped by few of my friends and
relatives, which would never be forgotten, indeed.
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Thanks God! Now we were on the other side of Tpughz-e-
Charjesn (the Sliding Area) and were going to transfer into the
vehicles of NATCO. When we were on the KKH, we viewed the
scenery as we had come down from the top of the mountain. It
was indeed incredible for us that were really came down this way.
Some persons from Nagar (a sub-division of Gilgit and situated
opposite Central and lower Hunza across the Hunza River), had
made a local raft out of the tubes of tyres. Thus, they were
carrying and passing two to three persons on this raft and charging
Rs.20/- also. Previously, there used to be some conflicts between
some of the Nagar people and the local community members over
the labouring (carrying the luggage of the travellers) during the
blockage of the KKH at the same place). But this time it was good
and there was no severity, even though the previous situations
were in their minds. One of the reasons regarding restrictions on
behalf of the Immigration, not to allow the travellers to proceed
ahead, was the previously deteriorating situations and they were
hunching that it may happen so again. That is why these
immigration officers were not allowing the peoples to build the
contemporarily one-beam bridge, as some of the informants stated.
Anyhow thanks to both of the communities for facilitating the
travellers of this international route during such subtle times and it
may he suggested to both the communities to keep this route clam
and this is in their favour to get maximum advantages out of it.
There is not much difference between both of them and the slight
differences would remain. But apart from these facets, the major
facet to acknowledge is the humanity. And as a human being,
there should be regards for humanism, and being a human, one
should learn to live with such differences positively; whether they
are the differences of religions or cultures: thus, these differences
of cultures and religions make diversity in our society, and we
mUstrespect it.

Now, let me quit the advisory platform and we are on the
other side of the block. We were the men who defeated the sliding
area, as it had created a strong hurdle for us. Though we suffered
for five days, but on the sixth day we did not accept the hegemony
of the rock sliding and sought for the alternatives and carried on
OUrjourney for the next destination towards China.
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In the afternoon, we were transferred into the two coasters
and later on, more than fifty passengers shifted in a truck of
NATCO because there were this many vehicles-on the other side
of the block. Thus, we started for China. On the way, we passed
through the Khunzhrav National Park and saw the ibexes down to
the KKH. These animals once had great phobia to come down
because there was a big risk for their lives, which were hunted.
But, after the great initiatives of the WWF in the Northern Areas
the hunting activities dimmed to a greater extent. In this Nationai
Park, there are different kinds of animals as the ibexes itself, the
Marco Polo sheep, marmots, snow-leopards, bear, foxes etc. Now
there is a local NGO, Khunzhrav Villages Organizations (KVOs),
which takes fully care of it and charge per traveller a little amount
of park fee (Rs. 20/- per Pakistani, and 4 dollars per foreigner) at
Dih, who passes on to this park via the KKH. At Dih, there are
the personnel of the Kunzhrav Security Force (22 staff members) _
watches over the illegal activities at the border, and Pakistan
Forest Department (5 members). At around 18:00 hours we
arrived at the Khunzhrav Pass (4,700m); we said good-bye to
Pakistan and entered into the Chinese territory, where the Chinese
border force were waiting for us.

Now, we are in China and the Chinese border force stopped
our vehicles. Prior to us, there was another coaster, which had
been stopped and checked for more than half an hour. But we
were lucky that a Chinese guy was also accompanying us in the
same vehicle. We stopped there just for five minutes and then
started proceeding ahead to Tashkurghan. This much strict
checking was going on those days due to the fear of Tal iban", as
they started entering in the Badakhshan Province in Afghanistan,
which borders with the Tajik Autonomous county of Xinjiang,
stated by some of the travellers. On the other hand, some Islamic
fundamentalists from Afghanistan and Pakistan also try to take
along with them some sophisticated weapons to support the
fundamentalists in Xinjiang, the others added. However, it should

4 It was stated that as the Taliban tried to advance into Badkhshan of
Afghanistan, the Chinese forces stood alert and started exercising at their
concerned border to protect its territories lest the Taliban intrude in and behind
this intrusion are the international hands.
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be kept in mind that at Sost, the concerned higher officials had
totally denied certain malevolent activities within these borders.
Despite these statements of these concerned personnel show their
biasocracy (nepotism, favourtism, pressure or pressure groups),
ihen should contact the higher officials, and there would be a
concrete solution in this regard. On the other, the Chinese peoples
also should not perceive every Pakistani as a black cat (and such
people are in every society of our planet), as it has been noticed
that the Pakistanis are misbehaved there, in the different realms
ranging from the Chinese Immigration and Customs to other walks
of life. It has also been noticed that many Pakistanis sometimes
cross the social boundaries. Certain attitudes from both sides of
Ihecountrymen may insert negative impact upon the friendship of
both the neighbouring countries.

As we had already left for Tashkurghan - the Tajik
Autonomous County, maximum three hours drive from the zero
point (Khunzhrav) and the border check-post of China - a solider
of the Chinese border force also accompanied us in the vehicle to
have surveillance over the travellers of both coasters. It had
already become dark when we crossed the tiny places of Pirali and
Mazor and then Dafdor, the border settlement of the Wakhi people
- more than 220 households, and then at 19:45 PST but 20:45
Chinese time, awe arrived at Tashkurghan. The vehicles were
taken to the Immigration and customs offices and then our passes
and passports were collected from us. We were supposed to send
to the Khunzhrav Hotel (a Govt. Hotel) under surveillance, as it
happens usually, but again we were fortunate that we were allowed
to stay in the other hotels of our choice. At night, the immigration
and Customs clearances are not entertained; the next morning,
therefore, we went to the Immigration and Customs to take our
passes and passpons plus luggage. Afterwards, we went to see few
of Ourfriends' and relatives in Tashkurghan.

There is a tremendous change in Tashkurghan, and after very
Weekor month a lot of developmental changes are seen at this
Place, which is surprising and laudable indeed. The Govt. Has full
concentration towards its development these days. In November
1991, When I had visited China up to Kashi (Kashghar), there was
nothingat Tashkurghan but now for the last couple of years, it was
said, that full focus of the Central Govt. is towards the
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development of the Xinjiang Autonomous Regions as a whole
And it should be, because this is the region which is three time~
greater to the size of France" and one sixth of China's territories
that is full of the natural resources and contribute to a greater
extent to China's economy and settlement plus resettlement of the
Hans.

The Tashkurghan Tajik Autonomous County lies on the
extreme Southwest of the Xinjiang Autonomous Region in China.
This county borders internationally the Murghab region in
Tajikistan, the Wakhan strip in Afghanistan and the Hunza VaHey
in Pakistan. Thus, Tashkurghan is becoming a hub for the
international travellers and traders, and especially now proceeding
towards commercialisation and would soon become a commercial
centre? for the traders en route to and from China and the modem
Central Asian States. Through this Tajik County, the road has
been linked to the Murghob region of Tajikistan, which is
reportedly one-hour drive from the Tashkurghan centre. When this
road will be channeled with Tajikistan the via the Karakoram
Highway and this region of the People's Republic of China,
Islamabad will become linked with Dushambe and other Central
Asian States, even though there are also other routes via the
Xinjiang Region to enter into Kirghaizistan and Kazakhstan: hut
are not immediately accessible for Pakistan vis-a-vis Central Asian
States, except for Afghanistan where the uprising and conflicts are
in progress. En route to the Karakoram Highway and China, it
will take just eleven hours from the Gilgit headquarters to the
Murghob region of Tajikistan.

The Sariqoli and Wakhi people are called as the Tajiks and
these peoples are considered as the earliest dwellers of the High
Asia (pure homo alpinusO whose populations in the Tashkurghan
centre is presently said roughly to be 10,000 souls and the entire
population of the Tajiks in Xinjiang is above forty thousand? The

, Judy Bonavia and co-authors: . Silk Road: From Xi 'an to Kashghar', 111eGI/ide
Book Company Lid, Hong Kong, 1992, p. 170.

6 In the second century AD, Ptolemy spoke of Tashkurghan as the extrelnt

western emporium of the land of Sere (China): Judy Bonvia: 'Silk Road', The
Guide Book Company Lid, Hong Kong, 1992, p.304.

7 It was difficult to get the precise statistical data regarding this colllll\··
However, there were the varying statements, when asked.
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languages'of these peoples are called as Sarikqoli and Wakhi - the
OldEastern Iranian group of Indo - European languages. Both of
these vernaculars resemble together to a greater extent. The Tajik
peoples, both the S~riqoli and Wakhi, are the semi-sedentary and,
their houses are built of stone and wood. The styles of houses of
both these ethnic groups are nearly the same with slight
differences, which include the guestrooms at the entrances of these
houses. But, unfortunately there is no toilette system yet
introduced in these houses and these peoples still depend on the
common toilettes (in one apartment but separate for men and
women) little far from their concerned houses. These are the
toilettes of the previous times, as the people used to make manure,
which is still practised in certain societies of the world. This is
true not only for the local houses rather in the bazaars as well. All
the hotels in Tashkurghan, excluding Pamir Hotel has got the
attached toilettes and bathrooms with all the rooms.

Like the Wakhis of Pakistan, the Wakhis and the Sariqolis of
China also practice both the animal husbandry and agriculture.
Some specific crops are cultivated during the springtime: these
crops include wheat, barley, beans and vegetables, and yields of
crops are not higher at the altitudes of above 3000m (above sea
level). Before the heginning of the summer, the flocks of sheep,
goats, yaks, and camels along with the horses are taken to the
summer pastures in the high valleys and tend these flocks there:
thus they become yurt-dwellers for few months. And, in autumn
these flocks of animals are brought back to the plains of their
concerned areas.

Besides the animal husbandry and agriculture, there are also a
certain number of Tajiks engaged with some businesses having the
different kind of shops, and eateries and tea houses in the bazaars.
~ere are also a considerahle number of Tajiks working in the
different governmental institutions on higher .and lower positions.
The literacy rate seems good, though was difficult to have the
precise statistical data. But despite the absence of obtaining these
facts, it seemed good to observe them in their daily routine. As I
mYselfcan just read and write some basics of Uyghur language,
both the Arabicied and especially the Latinised, I observed that the
old ladies (above forty years) could easily read and write the basic
Uyghur of Arabicied and Latinised scripts as well as the Mandarin
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Chinese. In the centre of Tashkurghan, there is a high school for
the boys and girls, and a big hospital of more or less 100 beds.

The Tajiks are very famous for the dancing, singing al1d
music, and a three holed flute made from the hones of eagle's
wings is the most popular musical instrument. Along with such
music, these peoples are also very fond of playing Buzkashi (rugby
with a goat carcass) and are very quick and popular for it.

Apart from the Tajiks, there are also some Kyrgyz people
here. Presently, as the rapid social changes are seen due to rapid
investment of projects by the government upon the development,
more Uyghurs and Hans are on the business screen than the native
Tajiks in the bazaars, which is expected to increase in the near
future. In addition, there are also five businessmen from Hunza
Pakistan, who run their shops and hotels in Tashkurghan.

The official language of this county, like the whole Xinjiang
Region, is the Mandarin Chinese; and the Uyghur is the lingua
franca among all the people of the county, which is influenced the
Tajik languages to a greater extent. Some of the people, apart
from their native mother tongue, do speak Persian but mostly
Uyghur. Persian and Arabic, as the religious languages, are used
in both the wedding and death ceremonies. The youngsters are also
very keen to learn and speak English, as they usually try to speak.
Very few of them can speak English who have heen to Kashghar
(five hours drive from Tashkurghan centre) and especially to
Urumqi, the capital of Xinjiang, and have learned English from
the concerned institutions. Thus, the importance of the English
language is also being felt here severely.

Tashkurghan, which means a 'Stone Fortress' in Uyghur, has
a fortress - built in the sixth century - is full of stones as we had
been up there It is situated behind the Pamir Benguan (Hotel) and
10-Yuan (more than Rs. 70) each is charged as the fee of the visit.
It is said that the present ruin of the Kurghan (fortress) dates back
to Yuan Dynasty (AD 1279-1368) and the fort was restored under
the Qing Dynasty (AD 1644-1911)8. Besides this fortress, there is
another big fort in the Tashkurghan centre, which is under the
Chinese military and a Brigadier along with his troops reside in it.

8 Judy Bonavis: 'Silk Road: From Xian to Kashghar ', The Guide Book company
Ltd., Hong Kong, 1992, p.304.
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It is definitely not allowed for the visitors and the Chinese forces
do their exercises in it and sometimes come out of this base with a
loudand horror voices.

There are some hotels in the Centre of Tashkurghan, which
are Pamir Benguan (Hotel), Bikat Benguan (Bus Station Hotel);
Muztagh Ata Benguan (Father of Ice Mountain Hotel); Khunzhrav
Benguan (Khunzhrav Hotel), Saifullah Hotel and Restaurant
(Pakistani food). Normally, in China, the restaurants are separate
from the hotels with few exceptions. There are many restaurants in
the Tashkurghan bazaar. The most famous and also expensive ones
are the Sari Kuy and Burgut Restaurants, which have also the
night-clubs in them. The people of hoth sexes, after the day's long
work and engagements, come to these restaurants and take their
dinners along with some sorts of drinks and dance together and try
to forget the long day's exhaustion. Apart from these hotels and
restaurants, there are also some teahouses and a single Pakistani
restaurant (Talib Restaurant - serving Pakistani food and tea).
Famous among the teahouses is Malika Qurghon Choy Khona also
known as the Toshi Choy Khona in the centre of the bazzar, where
apart from the tea, bear and hard drinks are also served. Thus, the
Pakistanis usually prefer for tea to go to the Toshi Choy Khona
and Talib Restaurant.

It becomes very exciting to see our Pakistanis from the
different regions. And it becomes more exciting to see certain
number of them who seems gentle or those disguising themselves
as pious and show-off their piety among the public here in
Pakistan, who finally loose their tempers and piety from all angles,
when are in this New World. So it should be then when to opt for
such activities? Certain opportunities, however" sometimes hecome
very risky to the entire group as well as individual. What I mean
to say should be understood by all those concerns, who cannot
Controlthemselves from all perspectives and waist their money and
energy plus time: thus, they are required to opt for their main
concern of the trips to China, which usually are to have lucre.

The intra-city roads multiplied by the construction of buildings
are in rapid progress. The footpaths of these roads are very wide;
and the width of the footpaths of the main bazaar road resembles
theKarakoram Highway (KKH). The constructions of the huilding
along the roads roughly follow in this fashion: along the footpaths
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of the roads an! the different kinds of shops/markets, behind the
markets are the offices and then the offices are followed by the
residential quarters.

I was very fortunate that during my stay at Taskhurghan, I gOt
the opportunity of attending the Tajik weddings in the suburhs of
Tashkurghan. I participated in two marriages among the Wakhi
people. Being a Wakhi, it was, indeed, interesting to analyse the
similarities and differences of Wakhi marriage system in China
and Pakistan. There are, of course, some differences between this
ethnic group in both places. The main features are (a) the Bosh
ktak (bride's wealth) and the absence of accompanying the hirde
during the wedding day to her neo-Iocal by either of her relatives
neither in a group (baraat) nor as individual by any of her
patrilateral or matrialateral kin. In Hunza, these features differ to a
greater extents: there is no bride's Bosh ktak (the demand from the
girl's side to bring this many cloths, shoes, Jackets/coats, sheep,
etc); and there must be the presence of the birde.'s patrilateral
group mostly, which is consisted on 20-30 individuals
accompanying the bride to her neo-Iocal, eat the meal there and go
back to their concerned home. And this is not among the Wakhis
in China.

Few things regarding the marriage, and especially the mate-
selection of marriage, are quite worthy to be noted, which differs
to a grater extent not only from the Wakhis of Hunza and the
Ishkoman Valley in the Ghizar district of the Northern Areas
rather from the entire country. These differences are not culturally
transferred ones rather are governmentally enforced in result of the
revised marriage law promulgated in 1980. For instance, the late
marriage; limitation on child procreation; full consent of the
marriage mates and no interference from either of the parents or
otherwise. Let me quote this promoulgated marriage law, which
has protected the rights of both the girl and boy. The law states:

'(1) A husband and wife are duty bound to practise family
planning; (2) marriage between blood or collateral relatives up to
the third degree of relationship) is not permitted; (3) marriage
must be based upon the complete willingness of the two parties;
and (4) neither party shall use compulsion and no third party is
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Hawedto interfere '9 According to the law, legal marrying age has
~eenfixed. For the boys, it is necessary to be between the age of
twenty to twenty-two; and for the girls is between eighteen to
twentyyears old.

Apart from the wedding ceremony, the cultural affinity of the
concerned ethnic groups, and especially the Sariqoli and the Wakhi
was also observed. It was also very interesting to note that both of
these branches of the Tajik language are very strict to their culture
andare reluctant to marry their children out of the Tajiks. There are
very few precedents that the Tajiks especially the Wakhis have got
married out with the Uyghurs. Simply they do not like it. When
enquired, a lot of them argues that 'no doubt, the Uyghurs and Ham;
or others are human beings, but they have their own cultural and
religious identities and we have our own. It becomes very difficult to
adjustwith them, and especially taking care and regarding the elders
at home and out. Our ways of life differ, to a greater extent, from
them: and these are the main justifications' , they stated. In China, the
greatmajority of the Tajiks are the IsmaiJi Muslims - a branch of the
Shia School of thought in Islam. In contrast, the Uyghurs, Kyrgyz
and the majority other Turkic groups are 'the Sunni Muslims: and
the Hans are the Kafirs", they, added. These are the factors, .which
hamper among these ethic groups, and the Tajiks do not want to have
the life partners from either of the ethnic groups. Among the Wakhis
and Sariqolis, certain differences do not count. The evidences are
like this: all the Wakhi Tajiks and the majority of the Sariqoli Tajiks
are the Ismailis with little exception for the Suunis. But they would
not make that much difference in getting married, even if a Wakhi
girl wants to get married with a Sunni Sarqoli, as were commented.
This shows that in the context of intra-cultural marriages, there is not
that much strict role of religion; but from the perspective of inter-
Culturalmarriages, religion also plays its due role.

These were few of the learning and experiences that I got during
my visit en route to China and back to Pakistan in the month of
November, which was shared with you. Thanks a lot to all those who
assisted me from the starting of my journey from Pakistan to China
and back.

Qi Wen: China: 'A General Survey', Foreign Language Press, Beijing, 1989, p.
22.
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